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“It takes considerable knowledge just to realize the extent of your own ignorance.”
Thomas Sowell
Abstract
We studied the problem of searching answers for questions on a Question-and-Answer
Website from knowledge bases. A number of research e↵orts had been developed using
Stack Overflow data, which is available for the public. Surprisingly, only a few papers
tried to improve the search for better answers. Furthermore, current approaches for
searching a Question-and-Answer Website are usually limited to the question database,
which is usually the website own content. We showed it is feasible to use knowledge
bases as sources for answers. We implemented both vector-space and topic-space repre-
sentations for our datasets and compared these distinct techniques. Finally, we proposed
a hybrid ranking approach that took advantage of a machine-learned classifier to incor-
porate the tag information into the ranking and showed that it was able to improve the
retrieval performance.
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A Question-and-Answer (Q&A) website can be described as an online community that
generates content in form of either question or answers. A user initially submits a
question it seeks to resolve, then other users followup by proposing candidate answers
to the problem. The initial user finally have the chance to indicate the correct or most
appropriate answer.
We have seen a number of such systems grow in recent years, and most questions receive
considerable attention from users and end up being answered. That is, however, not
always the case. One fundamental problem still persists: a considerable number of
questions can remain unanswered for a long time or even indefinitely. A Q&A website
relies on its own users to provide answers for questions submitted.
Furthermore, the user-provided answer does not necessarily allows the asking user to
e↵ectively learn from the question, by being introduced to fundamentals and its under-
lying concepts. Ultimately, we wish to seek not only possible answers, but answers that
are detailed enough to possibly be explored as a means of knowledge acquisition for the
user.
Using an automated algorithm to propose answers or articles that might help with the
understanding of the question and also being able to do so even before the question is
posted would be a great way to improve the user experience and promote learning.
This work is an attempt in this direction. We explored the mining of knowledge bases
for answers using two approaches for dealing with the representation of the data: the
1
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vector space and the topic space. We then proposed the use of a novel hybrid retrieval
system that takes advantage of machine-learned tag classifiers. The intuition is that
this set of classifiers helps correctly select the most appropriate knowledge bases, which
leads to better results for the retrieved articles.
We consider that a knowledge base is a data repository that stores knowledge. It can be
build from a community network, from curated content, or from a number of di↵erent
information systems. We make no assumptions about how the information is structured.
This approach has the obvious advantage of being applicable to a broad range of datasets,
since there is no structure requirements at all.
We used a data dump from Stack Overflow to explore this proposition and a combination
of 8 sources combined into 6 distinct Knowledge Bases. That helped us demonstrate
how feasible our proposed approach was.
Stack Overflow is one of the oldest question-based websites and is the largest Q&A web-
site if we consider either the number of users or the number of questions in its database.
Stack Overflow is knowledge domain specific and covers only computer programming-
related questions.
This document is organized as follows. Section 1 introduced the problem of suggesting
answers for questions from community Q&A websites. In Section 2, we present works
that are related to our proposal. Section 3 introduces details of our approach to tack-
ling the problem, including brief descriptions of the algorithms and techniques we used
and our evaluation methodology. Section 4 presents results and discussion. Chapter 5





In the past decade, the idea of knowledge retrieval was first explored by Clark et al
[1], Hermjakob et al [2], Mariano [3] and Zheng [4]. In this decade, we also saw works
in this direction from Cimiano et al [5], Yao et al [6], Zhibin et al [7]. Finally, in the
last years, we saw a growing number of new approaches for knowledge retrieval, like the
works from Fader et al [8], Yang et al [9], Liu et al [10], Sun et al [11] and Sun et al [12].
All this e↵orts share a common approach of parsing the queries and relating them to
existing ontologies. The di↵erences lies on how to reason the parsed query and how to
construct the answers. A few of these e↵orts concentrated on open-domain questions,
in particular the works form Zheng et al [4], Fader et al [8] and Yang et al [9]. Our
work diverges from the majority of the knowledge retrieval works by using a more loose
approach for representing the knowledge bases, by using the traditional TFIDF and
topic-space representations of corpus.
Bao et al [13] proposed a novel idea of using machine translation model to enable the
parsing and the search for answer in a single process. Another novel work worth men-
tioning was developed by West et al [14], which proposed a technique to automatically
complete missing data on existing knowledge bases.
Hazimeh and Zhai [15] presented an analysis of di↵erent smoothing methods for pseudo-
relevance Feedback, and showed improvement over the traditional collection-based pseudo-
relevance Feedback. Our model uses a feedback mechanism from the tag predictor to
3
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update the document similarities that can be understood as a pseudo-relevance Feed-
back.
Wang and Davison [16] successfully create a tag classification model using del.icio.us
website data and build a system to auto-tag the website documents. We were able to
build a tag recommendation model that is similar in nature to Wand and Davison’s
work. We leveraged the tag information to match the queries with the knowledge bases
documents by the recommended tags.
2.2 Stack Overflow as a Knowledge Repository
Stack Overflow was object of a number of research e↵orts. Parnin et al [17] studied it
and compared it to a traditional documentation format. They support the idea that a
community Q&A website is creating a new form of learning and a new way for developers
to share knowledge, comparing them to what the open source paradigm did to software
development. The authors also support that such Q&A website can compare in coverage
of topics to conventional API documentation.
Anderson et al [18] argued on how Stack Overflow shifted from a Q&A website to a group
knowledge process. They claim that the voting and reputation mechanisms that exist in
these websites have an important role in the trustworthiness of the content that is posted.
They also claim that the workflow of such websites where multiple answers compete in
a single question thread is what di↵erentiates them from traditional workflow with one
answer for one question. They present interesting statistics that shows a relationship
between the chosen answer and the temporal characteristics of answers arrivals. But
most interestingly, they show that an understanding of such characteristics can be used
to predict the long-term value of a Q&A thread and whether a question requires a better
answer.
Both works support the notion of Stack Overflow as a Knowledge Repository.
We also examined papers that take the Stack Overflow websites as source of knowl-
edge and makes interesting use of it as part of a development toolset. Cordeiro et at
[19] and Ponzanelli et al [20] proposed the use of the Stack Overflow as a source for
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suggesting questions related to current code or traceback errors from an Integrated De-
velopment Environment, which further reinforces the notion of the websites as a source
of knowledge.
2.3 Question Success Prediction
A few researchers also performed analysis to predict successful and unsuccessful questions
on Stack Overflow. The two main approaches for unsuccessful questions are identifying
unresolved and unanswered ones. Unresolved questions are defined as questions that
has no accepted answer as a solution, while unanswered questions are the ones with no
submitted answers. It is interesting to note that unresolved answers might or might not
have submitted answers, to make it clear the distinction between unresolved questions
and questions with no answers.
Rahman et al [21] identified 5 metrics from a sample of around 4000 unresolved questions
that were successfully used to predict unresolved questions, namely: topic entropy, votes
of question, answer rejection ratio, last access delay and reputation. The authors used
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to extract 150 topics from the sample and used J48
(a tree-based classifier), Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes as models for prediction.
Asaduzzaman et al [22] examined trends on unanswered answers to try to predict under-
lying reasons for questions not receiving answers. They proposed an interesting taxon-
omy for this group of questions, which accounts for 7.5% for the dataset used. They also
experimented on predicting the amount of time a question would remain unanswered,
using Random Forests and J48 as predicting models.
Calefato et al [23] investigated the relationship between the voted answers and the chosen
answer. Since these two metrics don’t always match, they tried to identify patterns that
explain asker bias towards the most voted answer and also characteristics that could
explain a mismatch between the most voted answer and the chosen one as solution.
They used Logistic Regression to identify the following features as contributing to a
question not choose the most voted answer: size of the post in words, size of code
snippets, number of external links, readability and similarity, showing that in these
cases the asker is biased towards longer posts that uses similar terms and include code
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snippets, while the most voted answers seems to be biased towards shorter, concise posts
that includes external links.
Gantayat et al [24] developed a similar approach, but looking at questions that suc-
cessfully received answers. They used a combination of readily available features from
the data set such as time delay from question being posted, answer arrival order and
user reputation, and calculated features, namely answer presentation quality and an-
swer (positive/negative) sentiment. Even though they did not use cross-validation for
measurement estimation which is the de-facto standard, they were able to obtain results
better than random chance with a 70-30
Correa and Sureka [25] performed prediction analysis on questions closed by user mod-
eration. They observed an increasing trend of closed questions over time and found that
this increase is positively correlated with the number of new users. They also observed
a relationship between the decrease in community participation to mark a question as
closed and the increase in the time it takes for a question to be marked as closed. They
used Stochastic Boosted Trees and achieved an accuracy close to 70% for predicting
which questions from the whole dataset would be closed by user moderation, using
punctuation marks, special characters, code snippet length, age of account and short
words count as predictors.
Ercan et al [26] and Goderie et al [27] analysed the features of questions that relates
to its answering delays. Ercan et al [26] proposed a new model algorithm (L-ROUGE)
for assessing the quality of the code explanation present in questions. They established
the success of a question to a low delay time between its post and the time it had an
answer marked as the solution. They showed that the new algorithm was able to provide
metrics that can correlate to the quality of code provided in a question.
Also worth mentioning, Goderie et al [27] used question tags to estimate the time it
would take for an answer to be accepted as the solution for a question. They claim their
approach was able to correctly estimate it in 35% of their sample.
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2.4 User Behavior
There is also a few papers that studies Stack Overflow user behaviors. Morrison and
Murphy-Hill [28] studied the relationship between the age of its users and their knowl-
edge. They have identified positive relationships between programmer age and its repu-
tation, at least until its 50’s. They also identified that older programmer tend to focus
on fewer areas.
Slag et al [29] investigated the behavior of users with a single post. They observed
that such kind of users are slightly more likely to have the questions removed, either by
themselves or by user moderation. They also observed that are more likely to receive
no answers for their questions.
Jin et al [30] and Marder [31] performed analysis on user reputations and adjacent be-
haviors. Jin et al [30] investigated the time delay for accepted answers using gamification
metrics. They identified a subgroup of questions could be classified as Rapid Response
ones, which were comprised of questions with higher-then-usual response times. They
came to the conclusion that this subgroup has no clear relationship to questions being
marked solved.
Marder [31] used regression and identified that users contributions increase with certain
kind of badges as rewards. He also tried to identify gamification tendencies on Stack
Overflow community. He showed that users are more likely to do edits 30 days prior to
receiving a badge then 30 days after.
Choetkiertikul et al [32] studied the relationship between user groups of interest and
unanswered questions. This interesting research aims at identifying the most appropriate
questions to users with the highest chance to answer them. The authors used LDA to
model 10 topics to generate a feature for a feature-based classification model. They
also propose an alternative social-network-based classification model, however with a
less performing result in the sample used. The question features used for the predicting
model were length of title, Length of question, number of code fragments, number of
external links, tags and a calculated readability score.The user features used were length
of membership, reputation, age, up-votes, down votes, number of questions, number of
answers and number of accepted answers.
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2.5 Topic Modelling
A number of papers also studied Stack Overflow from a topic modelling perspective
in addition to Rahman et al [21] and Choetkiertikul et al [32]. Barua et al [33] and
Zou et al [34] proposed strategies for modelling topics and identifying trends. Barua et
al [33] investigated trends in language usage and observed the topics gaining the most
popularity over time were web development, jQuery, mobile applications, Android, Git
and MySQL. They used LDA with 40 topics and obtained good results.
Zou et al [34] used LDA with 20 topics and with a software engineering taxonomy based
on ISO 9126 to apply semantic labels for the topics. The most frequent topics observed
were usability and reliability.
Saha et al [35] used an approach for automatic tag extraction of questions and how it
could be used to identify trends. Saha et al [35] proposed a model based on Supporting
Vector Machine model to associate tags to questions. They chosen the 834 most popular
tags from the Stack Overflow data itself and a classifier was built for each tag. The
proposed model were able to achieve an average of 68% of accuracy.
Peng [36] also used the tag information on a slightly di↵erent context. He used a
similarity metric to to mine relationship among tags. Interesting results show a high
similarity for tightly related tags, such as java, android, swing, spring, eclipse.
2.6 Answer Prediction
Finally, we also have a few papers working on answer prediction. Diamantopoulos and
Symeonidis [37] and Dujin et al [38] explored the idea of using coding snippets present
in questions to suggest answers from its own database. Diamantopoulos and Symeonidis
[37] used both the question text and code snippets to build a tf-idf representation of the
data. They used cosine similarity to measure the similarity between documents, which
is widely used metric for text mining. They used ElasticSearch tool to store and analyse
the dataset.
Dujin et al [38] extracted very interesting features from code snippets using a combi-
nation of readability metrics and metrics created from a code formatting style checker.
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They also leveraged the number of edits as a quality feature, marking as high quality
if the number of questions were higher than zero and marking as low quality otherwise.
They used a simplistic approach for labeling the questions as good or bad. Stack Over-
flow questions have a score provided by the websites itself. Positive scores were labeled
as good one, negative scores were labeled bad ones. Questions with score equal to zero
were excluded. Based on their approach, they were able to obtain a accuracy of 81% for
classifying the question as good or bad, using a Random Forests classifier.
Dalip et al [39] used the user feedback to rank proposed answers, again from Stack Over-
flow own database, with good results. They used the number of positive and negative
votes or ratings as a quality measure of a question. They used the Random Forests
implementation from RankLib. They compared their results to 3 baseline approaches
and were able to obtain very good results, with gains of up to 21% of NDCG@1.
Sondhi and Zhai [40] followed an interesting approach of using an external knowledge
base to o↵er ranked answers for Stack Overflow questions. They proposed a bayesian
framework to rank question and answers. They developed a medical knowledge database





The Stack Overflow is one of the most successful Q&A based websites, being the number
one most popular website related to programming. It is also one of the largest of its
kind. It currently has a database with more than 7 million questions and more than 2
million users.
One of the reasons we choose Stack overflow for our experiments was due to its un-
deniable popularity and relevance. It is also a domain-specific Q&A website, so the
questions are very specialized, since the scope of subjects are extremely narrow. If we
could successfully apply our proposed system in it, we would be confident to propose it
as a system generally applicable to any Q&A website.
Our problem can be modeled as an information retrieval system. A query with a question
is issued as the input and a ranked list of related articles is retrieved in response. Ques-
tions from Stack Overflow itself as queries and the list of related articles were retrieved
from multiple Knowledge Bases.
We identified Programming Language Specifications and Application Programming In-
terfaces (API) references as good candidates to be used as knowledge bases. Intuitively,
these should held a good coverage and detail depth of the subjects. We also observed
a good number of user-provided answers that made reference or quoted contents from
them.
10
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Stack Overflow has a built-in functionality that, at the time a user is entering a new
question, it will search its own database to reveal related questions. These may be
similar or may even be exactly the same topic. This functionality however is limited to
the content from Stack Overflow itself.
The retrieval of related documents is not an easy task. As a quick experiment, we tried to
ask a question about functions that return more than one value in Python. Using Stack
Overflow built-in functionality, the first 6 results did not even list questions related to
the programming language which is subject of our question. Even though one example
is not enough to generalize its performance, it can definitely expose a system limitation.
Figure 3.1 shows a screenshot of the web browser showing the results for the question
about to be created.
Figure 3.1: Web browser results for related questions, right before entering a question
3.2 Novelty
Our approach has two main novel approaches. The first one is the use of external
knowledge bases as sources of answers for a Q&A website. While the vast majority of
research relies on using a single dataset to rank answers from an arbitrary input of a
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question, we propose to use multiple sources for possible answers, similar to the approach
proposed by Sondhi & Zhai [40] on a di↵erent knowledge domain.
This may increase the challenge of our approach, however it also has a chance of dra-
matically improving the user experience, since the retrieval system is no longer limited
to articles from the Q&A website. Imagine that a question lacks a corresponding entry
in Stack Overflow own database. By using an alternative knowledge base such as the
programming language o cial documentation, we can leverage a model that deals with
this shortcoming.
The second novel aspect of our system was to use the tag information to improve the
ranking process, by the use of a machine-learned classifier. With the tag prediction, it
is possible to adjust the similarities to improve the ranking. The intuition we follow is
that this should assist with the knowledge base selection, which consequently improves
the results. This approach makes our proposal a hybrid model where both machine
learning classification and information retrieval algorithms are combined to improve the
final results.
As an alternative use, the classifier can also be used to detect a out-of-scope question.
This is an additional benefit of its use, since the knowledge bases are prepared in a
supervised way and can be enhanced to better cover the scope of questions.
3.3 Stack Overflow Dataset
Stack Overflow team blog periodically publishes [41] updated data dumps with its con-
tent. We used the version published on August 18, 2015, which is the most up-to date
by the time of this work. The data is published under a Creative Commons cc-wiki
licence that allows us to use the data for our analysis.
To give a gist of how the data is organized, here is a quick introduction on how the content
of Stack Overflow data set is stored. A Post can be either a question or an answer, even
though the usual navigation is based on questions. Answer posts necessarily relate to a
question. Votes can apply to any kind of posts. A history of edits of a post is kept in a
separate file from the current content version.
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After decompressing the files, we see that the data set is organized in 8 files, all in xml
format, as shown in table 3.1.
Filename Description
Badges.xml User Badges
Comments.xml Comments present in Posts
PostHistory.xml Revision information from Posts
PostLinks.xml Related/duplicated post links
Posts.xml Actual posts (current version)
Tags.xml Lits of tags
Users.xml Information from the users
Votes.xml Votes for Posts (both answer and question)
Table 3.1: Files present in Stack Overflow Data Dump
We also preset a few quick summary statistics for this Stack Overflow data set. The line
count is a good estimate of entries because the data is organized in a way that, except
for the XML header and the main tag opening and closing, each line contains one entry.
The number of entries can actually be calculated by simply subtracting 3 from the line
count.
File Name Line count Word count Byte count
Badges.xml 12783311 81049037 1149840685
Comments.xml 36585422 1139173910 9601970627
PostHistory.xml 59019900 4772422059 55471974547
PostLinks.xml 2271055 15897376 276360992
Posts.xml 21736596 2493745112 30613095889
Tags.xml 38207 242232 3280036
Users.xml 3473097 50733108 937938638
Votes.xml 67258372 408394567 6549292140
Table 3.2: Stack Overflow Database Statistics
The Appendix A lists the fields present in each file.
On Stack Overflow dataset, questions and answers are represented individually as posts.
We consider each post as a document, be it a question or an answer. Even though
questions and corresponding answers are related, this relationship is not relevant in the
document representation in the topic space.
The data set has a score metric for each post that we used for data cleansing. The score
is a user voting measure and is simply the number of positive votes minus the number
of negative votes. To ensure the quality of our data set, we extracted answers with a
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minimum score of 1. We took questions with a minimum score of 1 and with a minimum
of 4 answers among the already-filtered list of answers.
The original xml format was converted to a comma-separated (CSV) one, which allowed
for a more e cient parsing. The data was aggregated to have to be indexed by the
questions. For each one of these questions, we joined the top 10 answers. The final
pre-processed CSV file was comprised of 534611 questions.
3.4 Document Representation
The vector-space representation is a framework for representing raw or unstructured
documents as vectors of terms. In other words, each word/term is represented as a
vector, in a n-dimensional space. Using this idea, a document can be represented as a
list of term vectors.
The trivial and most used approach for extracting the features from words is to merely
consider each unique word as a term. This is also referred as the unigram model or the
bag of word model. The bag of model refers to the fact that the words relationships
such as the order it appears in a phrase are not preserved.
The vast majority of work using vector-space representation makes use of the TFIDF
representation of documents. The TFIDF representation is a heuristic metric that is
used as a weight to represent each term feature of a given document. TF refers to the
term frequency in the current document. IDF refers to the inverse document frequency,
or the frequency of a term over the whole set of documents.
Even though there is no universal formula for the TFIDF weight representation, all for-
mulations take both TF and IDF into account. There are also formulations that include
the length and the average length of documents. There is also a common smoothing
step that add a small constant to both DF and IDF to avoid division by zero and
indeterminate values such as log(x) = 0.
The TFIDF formula used throughout our experiments is a smoothed one, as expressed
below:
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where tf is the raw term frequency in a document, df is the term frequency over the
whole set of documents and n is the number of documents.
3.5 Topic Modelling
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was proposed by Blei et al [42] as a modeling tech-
nique and is now widely used when dealing with unstrutured/textual data and natural
language research. Heinrich [43] gives more details on the inner workings of LDA using
a Bayesian framework. We used LDA to model in a topic space the documents from the
Stack Overflow dataset and the Knowledge Bases.
Here we quickly introduce the intuition behind the LDA model. Let a document be a
set of terms. Let the term set be all unique terms present in all threads.
LDA represents topics as probability distributions over the universe of terms present
in all our threads. The output of the model is a set of topic membership vectors per
thread, with a percentage of words belonging to each topic.
Figure 3.2 presents a visual representation of the LDA model in a plate notation, which
helps represent the dependencies among variables in a concise way. Each box can be
understood as a ”plate”, or a layer which are on top of other plates, while its contents
are replicates in regions where there is superposition of plates. The outermost plate
represents the documents, while the innermost plate represents the repeated choice of
topics and words within a document.
M denotes the number of documents; N denotes the number of words in a document;
↵ is the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distributions;   is
the parameter of the Dirichlet prior on the per-topic word distribution; ✓i is the topic
distribution for document i; 'k is the word distribution for topic k; zij is a specific topic
for the jth word in document i; and wij is a specific word.
Since it sums up to 100%, we can already derive the first characteristic of a membership
vector: for each thread, the sum of topic membership vectors is equal to 1.
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Figure 3.2: A visual representation of LDA model using plate notation
A topic is therefore a probability distribution of terms. This approach allows us to assign
each document to at least one topic and also as many topics as we wish. A common
approach for establishing such memberships is to establish a threshold parameter, which
acts as a minimum value to establish a meaningful membership.
Another interesting analysis is to observe the popularity of topics. This can be accom-
plished by calculating a share metric for each topic. We define a topic share as being
the sum of membership vectors, for all documents, divided by the total number of docu-
ments. Because of this definition, the share will also act as a probability over the entire
document set therefore the sum of shares will be equal to 1.
The uses of topic-space representation are very diversified. In our system, the use of
the topic space representation was used as a dimensionality reduction framework as an
alternative to the traditional TFIDF representation. The greatest advantage of reducing
the dimensionality is to make the calculation of document similarities more e cient.
Another important characteristic of LDA is that the user should specify a K hyperpa-
rameter to the model, which will define the number of topics to be generated. Since
there is no value of K that is appropriate in all problems and datasets [44][45], we ex-
perimented on this hyperparameter. Previous works used values of K within 10 and 150
[21][32][33][34].
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In Chapter 4 we show the tuning process (a.k.a. line search) for the K parameter that
was used in our system.
3.6 Knowledge Bases
One of the di↵erences in our approach versus all previous works using the Stack Overflow
dataset is the use of Knowledge Bases to provide answers to questions. We define a
knowledge base as a dataset which contains knowledge related to the knowledge domain
of questions. We combined 8 sources into 6 knowledge bases for mining answers for the
questions present in the Q&A website.
As key challenge in choosing a Knowledge Base is the scope and the detail level of its
content. A Knowledge Base should obviously covers the same subjects as the question,
in other words, there should be a match of scope between the question set and the answer
set. Another concern is how deep a Knowledge Base should be. Based on intuition, we
anticipate that the Knowledge base should be at least as detailed as the questions.
At times the answers provided by users uses excerpts from o cial documentations, which
leads us to be confident that these should be good choices. The following figures show
an example where a user asks a question and the most voted answer quotes the o cial
documentation.
Figure 3.3: An example question
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Figure 3.4: The most voted answer quoting an article from the o cial documentation
In another example, we see the use of a hyperlink to point to the specific location on
the o cial documentation that contains the answer to the question.
Figure 3.5: A second example
Based on these requirements, we followed a strong intuition that programming language
specifications and API documentations should be good candidate sources. We choose
the Python Standard Library [46], the Python Language Reference [47], Java Platform
SE 8 API Specification [48], The Java Language Specification, Java SE 8 Edition [49],
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Figure 3.6: Answer using a hyperlink reference to the o cial documentation
Figure 3.7: Contents extracted from linked documentation article
PHP Documentation [50], JavaScript Reference [51], Android Reference [52] and Django
Documentation [53].
All references were downloaded and pre-processed. When no plain text was available
the reference was parsed to extract the plain text. All metadata was removed and each
resulting knowledge base was stored as a single text file, with one article per line.
After pre-processed, our knowledge bases was in a representation similar to the one of
the Q&A posts, where each article is considered an individual document. This simple
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standard made the data extraction from the preprocessed datasets straightforward. Each
knowledge base was saved into a separate plain text file.
3.7 Similarity Ranking
Once a query with the contents of a question is submitted in the system, it will search
for the most similar documents among the knowledge bases. In order for our system to
rank the results, it needs to rely on a metric to compare how similar a pair of documents
(a question and a kb article) are.
The operation of this system is very similar to how a search engine works. The most
popular example of such class is the Google Search Engine, which ranks webpages based
on a user query. The original PageRank algorithm used by Google was proposed by
Page et al [54] in 1999.
For the vector-space representation, we used the cosine similarity as the ranking metric.
For the topic-space representation, since it comes from a statistical measure, we used
the Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD), that is considered by many authors the state
of the art similarity metric for statistical language models.
The ranking using the cosine similarity or the KLD forms our baseline retrieval system.
The hybrid retrieval method leverages the knowledge selection by using a tag prediction
classifier for each of the knowledge bases. The tag of the query question is then matched
against the knowledge bases. A match or a mismatch then adjusts the similarity metric
by a certain   parameter.
In Chapter 4 we show the tuning process (a.k.a. line search) for the   parameter that
was best fit for our system.
3.8 Machine-Learned Classifiers
Stack Overflow dataset associates a list of tags for each questions. This allowed us to
do a quick summary of them and also take advantage of them to be used as the ground
truth for training our classifiers.
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We identified the most frequent tags among all questions on our Q&A website and
associated each knowledge base with one of these. In cases where we had more than
one candidate knowledge base, we decided to concatenate them into a single one. This
made it easier to enable them to share them same tag in the implemented code. This
only happened for the tags ”python” and ”java” in our experiments.
For the training, we decided to follow a strategy already successfully used by Wang
Davison [16] and Saha et al [35]. For each classifier, we used the same set we used to
evaluate the overall ranking system containing 5000 questions randomly selected from
the whole preprocessed data set. We randomly selected 60 questions that had the
corresponding tag and 1500 questions that did not.
We experimented with the following binary classification models: Supporting Vector
Classifier, Linear Discriminant Analysis Classifier, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Classifier, Logistic Regression, K Nearest Neighbor Classifier, Ada Boost Classifier, Gra-
dient Boosting Classifier and Random Forest Classifier.
We initially tested the accuracy on a small validation set containing 20 matching and 20
non-matching questions. The remaining of the set was then used to calculate the final
accuracy estimate that is presented in Chapter 4 along with the accuracy estimation for
each classifier model and each tag.
3.9 Evaluation Methodology
The evaluation of an information retrieval system on real world data is usually a chal-
lenge, because of the lack of the ground truth. In other words, we usually do not know
for sure the best list of ranked answers until a human-based judgement is made over all
possible answers for every possible query.
This is almost always unfeasible as it is for our study. We decided to create a small fully
judged set comprised of 20 questions for each tag, totalling 120 questions.
This small judged set would not be the best fit for evaluating the performance of the
whole system, due to its small number of questions. It allowed, however, us to develop
a heuristic formula to create a larger automated evaluation set and then evaluate our
overall system performance with a more representative testing set.
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To calculate our heuristic, we calculated as a first step the (AK) similarity between the
user-provided answers and the knowledge base articles. We used the cosine similarity
as a metric in this case. We concatenated all top 10 answers based on its score for
each similarity calculation. The top 10 most similar results were then considered for the
calculation. The decision formula to identify a ranked answer as ground truth we used
is presented:
s > mean(S) + sd(S)
where S is a list of the top 10 ranked answer-to-knowledge-base-article (AK) similarities
and s is the AK similarity. If s was true, then it was considered as a ground truth.
We randomly choose 5000 questions as our testing set, which represents approximately
1% of our preprocessed data set for questions.
The overall system performance estimates is presented in Chapter 4 for our baseline
ranking system and our proposed hybrid approach. For the automated testing set ground
truth calculation, we used the corresponding representation. In other words, we used
the topics probabilities for the LDA variant and the TFIDF weight for the vector-space
variant. Other then that, both topic-space and vector-space variants were tested under
similar conditions.
3.10 Evaluation Metrics
We used the following metrics in our setting: Precision @K, Relative Precision @K
(a.k.a. Recall@K), Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Ranking (MRR)
and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG).
Even though all metrics were consistent with the observations and conclusions, we elected
the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) as the main metric for evaluating
our experiments. NDCG is an interesting choice when the order of the retrieved results
is relevant, as it is expected in most information retrieval problems. NDCG allows for
a relevance range to be used, but we choose to make a binary judgement whether an
article were relevant or not, using the values 1 and 0 respectively for the relevant and
non-relevant articles.
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Our system can be compared to a web search query, where the most highly ranked
results are likely the most important ones. This behavior is most accurately quantified
using NDCG because it introduces increasing discounts or penalties the higher the rank
of a result.
We used the typical discount of 1log2(rank) . Let r1, r2, r3, , rn be the ranked score results.
DCG can be therefore calculated by:
DCG = r1 + r2/log2(2) + r3/log2(3) + ...+ rn/log2(n)
Finally, in order to normalize the obtained score to achieve the NDCG@K, we divide







Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present the measured values for all metrics with a retrieval list size
of 1 and 10 respectively.
All measures were done in the 5k-samples automated evaluation set, with a minimum
df threshold of 10 to control the size of the vocabulary. The baseline ranker was used
and the cosine similarity was used as the ranking metric. The vocabulary size was
6277 terms. LDA was run on online mode. The LDA implementation choosen was the
Scikit Learn’s, which implements the model with a variational inference optimization
technique.
As we can see, the number of topics that gave the best results were 20, 50, 130 and 150.
We choose to use 20 topics since it o↵ers a very good dimensionality reduction with a
good overall performance. 130 topics is also worth mentioning as a potential second
choice, if the added computation overhead is not an issue. The higher the number of
topics is, more computer time is necessary for the LDA model to converge and for the
similarities calculations to be done.
24
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n topics NDCG@1 MAP@1 MRR@1 Precision@1 Recall@1
10 .05 .03 .05 .05 .03
20 .08 .05 .08 .08 .05
30 .07 .05 .07 .07 .05
40 .07 .05 .07 .07 .05
50 .08 .06 .08 .08 .06
60 .06 .04 .06 .06 .04
70 .06 .04 .06 .06 .04
80 .06 .04 .06 .06 .04
90 .05 .03 .05 .05 .03
100 .06 .04 .06 .06 .04
110 .07 .06 .07 .07 .05
120 .06 .04 .06 .06 .04
130 .08 .05 .08 .08 .05
140 .07 .05 .07 .07 .05
150 .07 .06 .07 .07 .06
Table 4.1: k-parameter tuning for LDA for @1 metrics
n topics NDCG@10 MAP@10 MRR@10 Precision@10 Recall@10
10 .13 .06 .07 .02 .12
20 .20 .10 .11 .03 .16
30 .18 .09 .10 .03 .17
40 .18 .09 .10 .03 .16
50 .19 .10 .11 .03 .17
60 .17 .08 .09 .03 .16
70 .17 .08 .09 .02 .16
80 .19 .09 .10 .03 .18
90 .14 .07 .08 .02 .13
100 .16 .08 .09 .02 .14
110 .14 .09 .09 .02 .15
120 .14 .07 .08 .02 .12
130 .22 .10 .12 .03 .19
140 .17 .09 .10 .02 .16
150 .18 .09 .11 .03 .18
Table 4.2: k-parameter tuning for LDA for @10 metrics
4.2  -parameter tuning
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present the measured values for NDCG, MAP and MRR metrics with
a retrieval list size of 1 and 10 respectively.
All measures were done in the 5k-samples automated query evaluation set, with a min-
imum df threshold of 10 to control the size of the vocabulary. The baseline ranker was
used and the cosine similarity was used as the ranking metric. The vocabulary size
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was 6277 terms. We used the Scikit Learn’s TFIDF vectorizer and cosine similarity
implementations.
We used 2 distinct  s to make adjustments to our similarity matrix. The  -match is
multiplied to the matching pairs of documents and the  -non-match is multiplied to the
non-matching pairs of documents.
As we can see, the best found values for lambda was 1.7 and 0.7 for  -match and  -
non-match respectively. However, to favor the   values closer to 1, we choose the value
1.5 and 0.7 for our  s. We did not tried more aggressive intervals because that would
potentially hurt our similarity measure.
The  -match had a more substantial improvement if compared with the  -non-match.
The  -non-match did not even present any improvement for a lambda lower then 0.7.
match   NDCG@1 MAP@1 MRR@1 NDCG@10 MAP@10 MRR@10
1.3 .14 .11 .14 .37 .19 .23
1.5 .15 .11 .15 .38 .19 .23
1.7 .11 .11 .15 .39 .20 .23
Table 4.3:  -match parameter tuning, fixed  -non-match at 0.7
non-match   NDCG@1 MAP@1 MRR@1 NDCG@10 MAP@10 MRR@10
0.5 .15 .11 .15 .39 .20 .23
0.7 .15 .11 .15 .38 .19 .23
0.9 .14 .11 .14 .37 .19 .22
Table 4.4:  -non-match parameter tuning for LDA for @10 metrics, fixed  -match at
1.5
4.3 Machine-learned classifiers training
We collected tags summary statistics over the whole preprocessed Stack Overflow ques-
tion data and observed the most frequent tags. The most frequent tags are important
to our system because they are used to match the knowledge bases with the questions.
Table 4.5 shows the top 20 tags for the preprocessed question data set, which has 534611
documents. We observed a total of 15379 distinct tags.
To perform the machine learning classification model, we experimented with the fol-
lowing models: Supporting Vector Classifier, Linear Discriminant Analysis Classifier,
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Table 4.5: Top 20 tags for the preprocessed question data set
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis Classifier, Logistic Regression, K Nearest Neighbor
Classifier, Ada Boost Classifier, Gradient Boosting Classifier and Random Forest Clas-
sifier.
We used the Scikit Learn’s implementations of the classifiers in our experiments.
For the K Nearest Neighbor Classifier, we did a quick search for the K parameter with
K equal to 1, 3, 5 and 10. K equal to 3 gave the best result.
For the Ada Boost Classifier, we did a quick search for the optimal number of estimator
among the values 50 (default), 100, 150 and 200. 100 estimators provided the best result.
For the Gradient Boosting Classifier, we experimented with a number of estimators of
50, 100, 150 and 200, the learning rate of 0.1 (default), 0.5 and 1.0. The best found
value were 100 estimators and 1.0 learning rate.
For the Random Forest Classiier, we experimented with a number of estimators of 50,
100, 150 and 200. The best found value was 100 for the number of estimators.
For the remaining models and parameters, we used the implementation’s default values.
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For the automated testing set with 5000 questions, we did not include the classifier
for the django tag due to the fact it only had 25 questions in this sample. It also
only occupied the top 85 position, so it sit apart for the other 5 knowledge bases. An
alternative solution to this would be to create an evaluation set balanced by tag, which
we intend to do as a future work.
After the training, the accuracy was calculated over a validation set with 20 matching
questions and 20 non-matching ones.
classifier models
tags SVC LDA QDA LR KNN AB GB RF
java .5 .65 .38 .6 .6 .63 .53 .5
javascript .5 .6 .38 .7 .48 .6 .5 .5
php .5 .68 .55 .65 .63 .7 .5 .53
python .5 .65 .58 .73 .58 .8 .5 .53
android .5 .65 .63 .75 .78 .7 .5 .63
Table 4.6: Validation Set Accuracy, used for the tag classifier model selection
Our Ada Boost Classifier clearly outperformed every other model, so it was the chosen
model to build our tag classifier.
We then built a binary classifier for each tag with Ada Boost and then calculated the
accuracy over the remaining of the evaluation set. The accuracies obtained are shown
in table 4.7






Table 4.7: Validation and Testing Accuracies for Ada Boost Tag Classifiers
4.4 Vector-space Evaluation
We evaluated our hybrid ranking system against the automated evaluation set using
the following metrics: Normalized Cummulative Gain, Mean Reciprocal Error, Mean
Average Precision, Relative Precision @K and Precision @K.
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Figure 4.1: Vector-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain
Figure 4.2: Vector-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Mean Reciprocal
Ranking
We elected the NDCG as our main metric, but we also run all metrics to be able to more
thoroughly analyse our results. An interesting finding was that all metrics shared a very
high consistency, in other words, all metrics curves followed an approximate monotonic
behavior.
The hybrid ranking was run using both the tag classifier and the ground truth tag
information.
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Figure 4.3: Vector-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Mean Average
Precision
Figure 4.4: Vector-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Relative Preci-
sion @K
In all cases, we were able to see significant improvement when using either hybrid rank-
ing, both for the ground truth tag and the tag classifier.
4.5 Topic-space Evaluation
We made the same procedures to run the metrics against the automated evaluation set.
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Figure 4.5: Vector-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Precision @K
Figure 4.6: Topic-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain
For the topic-space representation, we used both cosine similarity and the Kullback
Leibler Divergence (KL-Divergence) as the similarity metric.
Again, we were able to observe consistent measures on all used metrics, however we were
unable to train a tag classifier with an acceptable accuracy. The low accuracy proven not
worthy, since its use ended up not improving and slightly hurting the overall performance.
In this case, we were able to improve the baseline ranker using the ground truth tag
information. This approach has the obvious limitation of not allowing to automatically
predict the tag of the question. Even so, the improved performance still supported our
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Figure 4.7: Topic-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Mean Reciprocal
Ranking
Figure 4.8: Topic-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Mean Average
Precision
claim that the use of the tag is able to assist in selecting the right knowledge bases and
consequently improve the information retrieval performance.
4.6 Vector vs Topic space
The use of the topic space representation have a number of advantages. It is founded on
probability distributions, which enables us to use all statistical tools available on them.
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Figure 4.9: Topic-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Relative Precision
@K
Figure 4.10: Topic-space hybrid ranker - Automated evaluation set - Precision @K
The dimensionality reduction is also a great benefit from the use of the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation model.
The LDA training step, however, is more demanding then the tfidf transformation, which
only needs to learn the document frequencies.
Another downside of using the topic-space representation is related to the use of the
KL-Divergence metric. The calculation of it for the pairwise document similarities is
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very demanding compared to cosine similarity which is usually used in the vector-space
representation.
An alternative for the last point is the use of cosine similarity with the topic-space
representation, which proved to also give good results, even though there is no guarantee
of this behaviour for an alternative data set, while the KL-Divergence is considered the
current state-of-the-art similarity retrieval mechanism.
The vector-space representation using the TFIDF weighting is a traditional approach
that one more time proved to be an e↵ective one. On our experiments, it was even
able to perform better then the topic-space representation. This, however, can not be
guaranteed for any given data set. The TFIDF use is also many times questioned due
to its lack of a solic statistical foundation.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Our experiments showed that building an information retrieval system for the problem
of finding answers from knowledge bases is feasible for the domain of the Q&A websites.
We experimented with the traditional and ubiquitous TFIDF weighting mechanism and
also with Latent Dirichlet Allocation, a statistical language model that is gaining more
popularity in the last years. Both approaches were implemented and the advantages
and disadvantages of each were presented.
We also proposed the use of a hybrid ranking system that leverages the tag information
of the knowledge bases and the queries to enhance the baseline ranker and successfully
improved based on all used metrics.
5.1 Future Work
The first work of improvement we visualize is to try to further tune the LDA training
process to try to successfully apply the tag classifier of our framework for a topic-space
document representation.
A second improvement could comprise in leveraging the user reputation information. We
see this direction as a means to further increase the data quality and also an alternative
way of improving our model.
35
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A third improvement would comprise in measuring and comparing the query time of
our proposed model and the baseline ranking model, and seek alternatives to improve
in this matter.
As subsequent developments of this research, we also see two general directions. The first
one is to apply the same framework to a di↵erent data set. Even though the methods
used in our experiments are general in nature, the problem of proposing answers for
Q&A Websites using knowledge bases is a relatively new one, which naturally demands
further experimentation.
Another direction as a possible development for this work would be to explore alternative
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Field Example
Id ”01”
PostHistory- - 1: Initial Title - The first title a question is asked with.
TypeId - 2: Initial Body - The first raw body text a post is submitted with.
- 3: Initial Tags - The first tags a question is asked with.
- 4: Edit Title - A question’s title has been changed.
- 5: Edit Body - Post’s body after it has been changed (raw text).
- 6: Edit Tags - Question’s tags after it has been changed.
- 7: Rollback Title - Question’s title after it was reverted.
- 8: Rollback Body - Post’s body after it was reverted.
- 9: Rollback Tags - Question’s tags have reverted.
- 10: Post Closed - A post was voted to be closed.
- 11: Post Reopened - A post was voted to be reopened.
- 12: Post Deleted - A post was voted to be removed.
- 13: Post Undeleted - A post was voted to be restored.
- 14: Post Locked - A post was locked by a moderator.
- 15: Post Unlocked - A post was unlocked by a moderator.
- 16: Community Owned - A post has become community owned.
- 17: Post Migrated - A post was migrated.
- 18: Question Merged - A deleted question that was merged.
- 19: Question Protected - Question protected by a moderator.
- 20: Question Unprotected - Question was unprotected.
- 21: Post Disassociated - An admin removed original OwnerUserId.
- 22: Question Unmerged - Restored a previously merged question.
PostId
RevisionGUID At times more than one type of history record can be recorded




UserDisplayName Populated if a user has been removed
Comment Comment made by the user who edited a post
Text A raw version of the new value for a given revision
- If PostHistoryTypeId = 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15 this column will
contain a JSON encoded string with all users who have voted for
the PostHistoryTypeId
- If PostHistoryTypeId = 17 this column will contain migration
details of either ”from ¡url¿” or ”to ¡url¿”
CloseReasonId - 1: Exact Duplicate - This question covers exactly the same ground




- 4: not a real question
- 7: too localized
Table A.4: PostHistory.xml


























VoteTypeId - ‘ 1‘: AcceptedByOriginator
- ‘ 2‘: UpMod
- ‘ 3‘: DownMod
- ‘ 4‘: O↵ensive
- ‘ 5‘: Favorite
if VoteTypeId = 5 UserId will be populated
- ‘ 6‘: Close
- ‘ 7‘: Reopen
- ‘ 8‘: BountyStart






UserId (only for VoteTypeId 5)
BountyAmount (only for VoteTypeId 9)
Table A.7: Votes.xml
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